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qualifications to general rule 142
resolution in host state’s courts

142–4
exceptions to host states’ consent

146–51
Article 26(3)(b):

‘fork-in-the-road’ clause
146–9

Article 26(3)(c): substantive
limitation on umbrella clause
149–50

statement of state’s policies and
practices 148–9

whether investors can contract
out of proceeding under Article
26(3) 150–1: see also waiver of
rights

whether substance of factual
complaint and of right is the
same 148

exclusive jurisdiction clauses
139–41

see also exclusive jurisdiction
clauses

factors determining claimant’s
choice of international
arbitration forum 152–61

see also choice of international
arbitration forum

no requirement of exhaustion of
remedies 138–41

exceptions to right to move
directly to proceedings
139–41

powers of a tribunal constituted
pursuant to Article 26 of the
ECT 161–2

promotion of investments 105–7
national and most-favoured nation

treatment 105–6
positive commitment 114
provision as soft law 104–5, 107

protection of investments 107–35
effective means for assertion of

claims and enforcement of
rights 130–2

see also assertion of claims and
enforcement of rights

international law, including treaty
obligations 118–20

breach of customary law 118
breach of obligations in other

treaties 118
breach of treaty obligations not

creating an investor’s cause of
action 119

national and most-favoured nation
treatment 127–30

see also most-favoured nation
(MFN) treatment; national
treatment

obligations on contracting parties
under Article 10(1) of the ECT
107–27

fair treatment see fair and
equitable treatment for foreign
investors under arbitration and
arbitral tribunals

international law, including treaty
obligations 118–20

most constant protection see most
constant protection and
security

observance of obligations – the
umbrella clause see umbrella
clause

unreasonable or discriminatory
measures 116–17

see also discrimination and
non-discriminatory measures

obligations on Contracting Parties
under Article 10(7) of the ECT
127–30

obligations on Contracting Parties
under Article 10(12) of the ECT
130–2

other obligations 132–5
expropriation 134–5
key personnel 134
non-discrimination in payments

for losses caused by wars etc.
134

trade-related investment measures
132–4

transfer of funds 135
provisions as hard law 105
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protection of investments (cont.)
substantive obligations of parties to

ECT see substantive law
Putin, President Vladimir 12

Rakhmanin, Vladimir 26
regional and local government or

authorities 165–8
awards for breaches limited to

damages 166–7
Regional Economic Integration

Organizations (REIOs)
ECT, under 171–2
EU as 92–3, 101, 171–2, 174
meaning 171–2, 177
no ECT obligation to specify matters

where competence transferred
172

joint liability in absence of express
allocation of responsibility
175

suggested typology of acts
172–3

taxation, and 188, 189
remedies and orders

arbitral tribunals, powers of 166–7
challenges to awards 159
exhaustion of remedies 138–9

no requirement for 138–41
taxation, and 193–4

regional and local government or
authorities, awards for breaches
by 166–7

substantive law 161–2
Rubins, N. 12
Russia

Declaration on trade in nuclear
materials 21–2, 91

ECT 7, 10–11, 12, 31
Declarations 20, 21–2, 91
not party to ECT but provisionally

bound 7, 12, 22, 68, 74–7
transit 16, 17

Russian Revolution 3

Schreuer, C. 58, 112, 147
settlement of disputes under the ECT

18–19

applicable law 27
ECT’s relationship with other

treaties 34–5
diplomatic means of settlement and

ad hoc arbitration 18
environmental protection and

energy efficiency 18
investment provisions see dispute

settlement under Article 26 of
the ECT

trade 18
transit 18

disruption of supplies during
disputes prohibited 16

see also origins and characteristics
of investment treaty
arbitration; states

Shore, L. 112–13, 115
sovereignty see under states
Soviet Union and former Soviet Union

3
breakup of Soviet Union 8
ECT and European Energy

Community 8–9, 10, 11
Declarations 21–2, 91

Spain 148
stabilisation clauses 4
state responsibility under the ECT

163–71
ILC Articles see Articles on

Responsibility of States for
Internationally Wrongful
Acts

observance by sub-national
authorities 165–8

primary rules of obligation
unenforceable under Article 26
of the ECT 171

regional and local government or
authorities 165–8

awards for breaches limited to
damages 166–7

excess of jurisdiction
167–8

failure reasonably to prevent
non-observance by 167

state and privileged enterprises
168–71
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obligation to ensure extending to
sale or provision of goods and
services 170–1

whether obligation contractual or
arising under a treaty 164

states
arbitral tribunals and claims

commissions, establishing 2
‘Calvo clauses’ not binding 150
capital-exporting 2–3, 110
capital-importing 2–3, 110
Charter of Economic Rights and

Duties 3
contribution of investments to

development of host state
58–63

developing see developing states
fiscal prerogatives 186
foreign investors and dispute

settlement
bilateral investment treaties 5–6
Charter of Economic Rights and

Duties 3
diplomatic protection see

diplomatic protection and
foreign investors

ECT, and see dispute settlement
under Article 26 of the ECT

gunboat diplomacy 2
ICSID Convention see ICSID

Convention
international minimum standards

see international minimum
standards

legal techniques to protect foreign
investors 3–4

national treatment see national
treatment

national law see national law
protection of investments, and see

protection of investments
responsibility 163

ECT, under see state responsibility
under the ECT

see also Articles on Responsibility
of States for Internationally
Wrongful Acts

sovereignty 29, 30, 64

limiting 96–7
substantive obligations as party to

ECT see substantive law
umbrella clause and actions by

state in its sovereign capacity
124–5

waiver of rights 150, 151
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce

(SCC) 19, 27, 102, 145, 154–5,
185

arbitration available in respect of
any claim 152

awards contrary to EU law 103
challenges to awards 153, 155–6
enforcement of awards 154
powers of a tribunal constituted

pursuant to Article 26 of the
ECT 161–2

‘substantial business activities’,
meaning of 78

substantive law 104–35
promotion of investments see

promotion of investments
protection of investments see

protection of investments
remedies 161–2

scope of Part III ECT: investment
promotion and protection
104–5

Sweden
Arbitration Act (1999) 155

Tajikistan
Declaration on trade in nuclear

materials 21–2, 91
taxation 186–94

‘carve outs’ for taxation, reasons for
186

customs duties excluded 187
double taxation agreements

189–90
‘Competent Tax Authorities’, and

192
ECT taxation provisions defining

extent of Part III obligations
186–7

most-favoured nation and national
treatment, and 188–90
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taxation (cont.)
prohibition of expropriation, and

190–4
see also expropriation of

foreign-owned property
taxation measures

discriminatory 189
double taxation agreements

189–90
effective collection of taxes, for

189, 190
income and capital measures

excluded 189
indirect taxation provisions 189
meaning of 187–8
reference back to national law and

other relevant treaties 187
transfers related to investments

194
trade in energy materials and products

11, 14–15, 24
amendment applying WTO

agreement 15, 132
dispute settlement see settlement of

disputes under the ECT
GATT, and 14–15
trade-related investment measures

(TRIMS), and 14–15, 132–4
transfer of funds 135
transit of energy products and material

16–17, 24, 25
dispute settlement see settlement of

disputes under the ECT
meaning of transit 16
Transit Protocol, draft 17, 24

travaux préparatoires 29, 32, 33
treaty obligations

duty of good faith 175
protection of investments 118, 119

Treaty on European Union (TEU) 94,
96

Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU) 94,
96, 173, 176

Ukraine 16
Declaration on trade in nuclear

materials 21–2, 91

umbrella clause 120–7
actions by state in its sovereign

capacity and commercial claims
124–5

breach of contract claims heard in
forum provided for 122

parties remaining free to chose
forum 123–4

breach of contract often not a breach
of treaty 121–2

consent to arbitration 149–50
criteria for assessing breach 125
facts amounting to a breach of treaty

not necessarily a breach of
contract 120–1

jurisdiction-conferring provision
123

legal effect 123
meaning 122–3
obligations, nature of 126
scope 124–5

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 19, 27,
42, 102, 145, 154–5, 185

arbitration available in respect of
any claim 152

awards contrary to EU law 103
challenges to awards 153, 156–7
challenges to enforcement 160
consent 145
enforcement of awards 154
powers of a tribunal constituted

pursuant to Article 26 of the
ECT 161–2

UNCITRAL Model Law 156–7,
160

UNCTAD 5
Understandings and Declarations

19–22, 29–30
Declaration on trade in nuclear

materials 21–2, 91
Denmark 20
Economic Activity in the Energy

Sector 64
ECT and domestic law, and

143
Energy Charter Declaration see

European Energy Charter
EU, and 21–2, 91
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‘owned or controlled directly or
indirectly’ provision 53–4, 57

Russia 20, 21–2, 91
Soviet Union 21–2, 91
treaty obligations 118
UN 3

United Kingdom (UK) 144
challenges to enforcement 160–1
Human Rights Act (1998) 76–7
Model BIT 15

United Nations (UN)
arguments for new international

economic order 3
Declaration on the Establishment of

a New International Economic
Order and Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States 3

General Assembly 3
United States of America (US)

disputes over applicable substantive
law 2, 3

ECT 10–11
European Energy Community

and Charter 9, 31
non-participation 10–11, 12,

21–2
Model BITs 55, 85, 110, 161
NAFTA 6, 110
US–Mexico Claims Commission 2

USSR see Soviet Union and former
Soviet Union

Uzbekistan
Declaration on trade in nuclear

materials 21–2, 91

Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties (1969) (VCLT) see
interpretation of ECT

waiver of rights 150–1
exclusive jurisdiction clauses see

exclusive jurisdiction clauses
whether contracting out possible

under ECT 151
whether contracting out possible

under international investment
protection law 150

Washington Convention on the
Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States
(1965) see ICSID Convention

Weiniger, M. 112–13, 115
World Bank 4
World Trade Organization (WTO)

11, 14–15, 132–4
dispute settlement 18, 119,

132
see also GATT

World Wars I and II 3

Yeltsin, President Boris 10, 12
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